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Honey buyers and beekeepers 
discuss the divide between cost of 

production and price paid

A Sticky 
Situation



Honey Price Slump 
Shows No Quick Let Up

The gathering, on the evening of Tuesday September 20 at 
Dunsandel Community Centre, was organised by the Canterbury 
Hub of Apiculture New Zealand (ApiNZ). Hub committee member 
Nick Taylor emceed the honey markets discussion where Sean 
Goodwin (CEO The Mānuka Collective), Doug McIntyre (general 
manager Midlands Apiaries), John Smart (general manager sales 
Airborne Honey) and John Hartnell (director Hartnell & Associates) 
spoke to the current state of the honey market both domestically 
and globally, what they expect in both short and long term, 
and advice they could offer honey producers. Those gathered, 
which included ApiNZ chief executive Karin Kos and Board chair 
Nathan Guy, as well as approximately 40 beekeepers, also had the 
opportunity to question the honey buyers.

While economic challenges look certain to continue for many 
Kiwi honey producers in the short-term, the honey buyers spoke 
confidently about the value of New Zealand honey longer-
term. Smart said that Airborne Honey’s new ownership group is 
committed to investing in markets and research, Goodwin spoke of 
“huge opportunity” in the global market place, while McIntyre said 
honey’s long-term future is “very promising” in that it hit the “sweet 
spot” by being in the natural wellbeing market, and from ethical 
and sustainable production.
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HOW WE GOT HERE
ApiNZ’s quarterly market analysis, released to members that 
day, was used to set the scene. Export figures show a reduction 
in honey leaving New Zealand in recent months and Goodwin 
explained that a range of factors influenced this, with uncertainty 
the only constant.

“There is no evidence yet that honey exports have stopped 
falling. We are still in a declining market. Bulk honey across the 
board is down in every category. All of multifloral mānuka is 
down,” Goodwin said.

“In the last six months, compared to last year, China is off 20 
percent, the UK is off 25 percent. Just when you thought we were 
getting going again, we are stalling.”

Influences such as war in the Ukraine, high inflation in the UK 
and Europe markets and the weakening Japanese yen are all 
causing uncertainty. 

Covid “has a lot to answer for” in the honey market, according 
to McIntyre. The Midlands GM explained that, as the World moves 
“from pandemic to endemic”, both retailers’ and consumers’ buying 
behaviours are changing. 

Beekeepers hoping for increases in the honey prices offered up by buyers 
in the coming season were given little hope during a meeting between 

producers and packers/exporters in Canterbury recently. Words like 
“uncertainty”, “lumpy”, “headwinds”, and that often-heard phrase of the 

past four years “oversupply”, painted a picture of the honey market which 
beekeepers met with the reply, “unsustainable”.

Doug McIntyre, 
general manager 

Midlands Apiaries.

Sean Goodwin, 
CEO The Mānuka 

Collective.

https://www.apiaristsadvocate.com/post/honey-price-slump-shows-no-quick-let-up
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in the 2010s made New Zealand honey uncompetitive – was one 
Hartnell was keen to impress.

“When we are successful in a market, we need to protect that 
market to the best of our ability. Sometimes that means not 
always receiving the top dollar, but ensuring the product retains 
its opportunity in the market on an extended and long-term basis. 
White clover is a good example. We have never been able to re-
establish it as an export product like we had it historically, some 10 
years or more ago. They took it off the shelf because we wouldn’t 
supply it at a price where it remained competitive. To relist that 
product and get it back on the shelf is a huge ask. It took two 
years to get to a position where they put honey dew back on the 
shelf with New Zealand on the label. You don’t want to lose it if 
you can help it.”

There was some disagreement over the future of mānuka honey 
internationally, with Goodwin, a high-end honey exporter, “taking 
confidence that the consumer trend is still there,” while Smart 
warned that the Chinese consumer may be growing weary of 
lower-end mānuka honey’s benefits.

“As an industry we need to bring it back to some pretty solid 
foundations and demonstrate the real benefits that mānuka honey 
can deliver, then build as an industry off those foundations. That is 
not news you probably want to hear, but it is certainly coming up 
in the surveys done by New Zealand Trade and Enterprise and the 
likes,” Smart said.

“During the pandemic there was a ‘just in case’ inventory 
management, so everyone stock piled product because they had 
no certainty around what was going to happen with the supply 
chain. Now that things are transitioning back to some semblance 
of normality, people are moving back to ‘just in time’ inventory 
management. Consumers are using some of their discretionary 
income on other products, rather than health and wellbeing. In the 
short-term the buying will be lumpy, feast or famine, with not a lot 
of consistency in demand,” McIntyre said.

THE GLOBAL MARKET PLACE AND OUR SPACE ON THE SHELF
The four honey exporters present did not believe that drought and 
war in Europe were leading to increased demand for New Zealand 
honey, which makes up a very small part of the global trade. With 
inflation hitting many countries, consumers are less inclined to dig 
deep into their pockets for honey, Hartnell said.

“The cash to purchase a premium honey is struggling to be there 
at the moment. Let’s be really clear, New Zealand has one of the 
highest, if not the highest, reputations for quality honey in the 
World. So, we are really well respected. That is important to us, 
but it doesn’t always pay the bills. It does allow us to stay in the 
market place, but sometimes we have to shed some margin on 
price to stay there,” Hartnell said.

The message of maintaining retail shelf space for honey – which 
has been earned back in recent years after soaring honey prices 

Revamped website 
to be revealed at 

Apiculture Conference, 
come see us to  

discuss it!

www.manukaorchard.com
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THE DOMESTIC MARKET
On the domestic market-front, honey is suffering from a “relevance 
issue” Smart said and, while beekeepers might be crying out for 
a higher honey price to make their businesses more sustainable, 
demand is highly price-sensitive.

“When the prices started to correct, after the heights of the 
mānuka boom years, we were hopeful sales volumes would come 
back to where they once were, but they have not,” Smart said of 
Airborne’s recent experiences on the local supermarket shelves.

 “It’s a very elastic market, where price is essentially the 
determinant of who stays on the shelf.”

While the domestic market is “up a fraction”, that is likely due 
to increased population growth. As an industry we should be 
concerned that honey is falling out of relevance and coming under 
pressure from other spreads, such as peanut butter, the Airborne 
honey buyer warned. 

“Most of our customers are 50 years or older and have been 
consuming honey since they were kids. The younger generation’s 
opportunity to intersect with honey through a breakfast or 
afterschool events have gone now, with the way younger people 
are,” Smart explained.

As far as the local trade in more tourist-facing channels, 
McIntyre said Midlands have only seen a “slight uptick” in the 
“dormant” market since the country’s borders reopened and that it 
will likely take “into next year and beyond” to return those sales to 
pre-Covid levels.

MĀNUKA HONEY
While New Zealand’s beehive population might be falling back 
fast (with talk at the meeting that the registered hive number at 
next report could be as low as 600,000 – back from a high of 
918,000 in 2019), this is likely to do little in the short to mid-term 
to improve a supply-demand imbalance of mānuka honey that 
is depressing prices offered to the beekeeper. This is largely due 
to a bumper crop in 2020 where the national honey harvest was 
predicted at 27,000 tonnes, well above the rolling 10-year average 
of 19,000.

“We have been through the honey dew, we’ve moved a lot of 
white honey, but the current issue is mānuka – purely from 2020, a 
massive, massive oversupply,” Goodwin said.

“Consumer demand is still there, look at Google or Amazon’s 
statistics, people are still searching for it and there is growth in 
people enquiring. I would love to grow the pie and take it to more 
people who don’t know about mānuka honey.”

The Manuka Collective CEO explained that 97% of mānuka 
honey sales came in just 15 international markets though, and 
that international sellers are all chasing those same consumers. 
Therefore, any upward movement in mānuka honey prices will  
be slow to come, Goodwin believes, and beekeepers should  
plan accordingly.

“It’s going to be another three years before we get any 
correction in the supply and demand dynamics on mānuka honey, 
because we know what is in the sheds. A bad season might take a 

Test using dnature’s
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THIS SWAB TEST...

✓ makes it easier and faster to discover AFB
✓ means you can composite tests
✓ detects AFB in the absence of brood

Contact dnature for your AFB Sampling kit...

0800 362 887
orders@dnature.co.nz
www.dnature.co.nz/testing/bees

https://dnature.co.nz/product/beehives-honey/
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year out of that, but it won’t turn things around immediately.
“What you harvest this year, you might not sell for two years. Do 

you really want to have another crop, do you have other options? 
We would like to have more demand, but I don’t see a miracle 
demand situation, like Covid presented, coming along.”

Any upward tick in prices are likely to present themselves in the 
high end of the market first, simply because there is less of that 
honey about, Goodwin said.

“If you are producing multifloral or low-monos of (UMF) 5+ or 8+, 
then I would prepare for a longer-term period of low prices and 
difficulty selling honey. There is a lot of it. Where you are seeing 
demand for multifloral mānuka, it is so companies can blend down 
excessive levels of 15+ and above. It’s being used to help get rid of 
other stockpiles.

“I would be careful about any mānuka which is a few seasons 
old. I think you should think about blending and freshening it up.”

McIntyre also warned beekeepers to “be cautious about what 
they produce” in terms of mānuka honey, reinforcing that while 
there is “some demand” there is “plentiful supply”.

CLOVER HONEY & HONEY DEW
Being located in Canterbury, the discussion moved to locally 
produced honeys, clover and honey dew. Again, Hartnell reinforced 
the susceptibility of these international markets to price rises. 

“I have a standing order of 200-300 tonnes a year of honey dew, 
but it is price sensitive,” the experienced exporter said.

“It took a long time to re-establish New Zealand honey dew 
back into the European market, we will not be given another 
chance. If we don’t get the support, it will go, and it will go forever. 
We will not get a third lick at it. Be aware of that.”

As for clover honey, domestic demand is dropping and Smart 
explained “customers are not prepared to pay for quality  
creamed clover”.

“To pay the beekeeper what they want, the customers are just 
not supporting it at that level,” Smart said.

Both Airborne and Midlands will be buyers in the clover market 
as usual and McIntyre said that Midlands priority will be to buy 
off beekeepers who they struck up supply agreements with last 
season or before.

“CUT COSTS AT ALL COSTS”
With the buyers saying the money in the market place is not there, 
and many beekeepers not able to produce honey at a low enough 
cost to meet the prices offered, the topic of production expenses 
inevitably arose.

“I know it’s hard, but you are going to have to manage your 
costs like demons. You are going to have to take costs out where 
you think you can. Take costs out at all costs,” Smart implored. 

Goodwin decried the substantial over capitalisation of the New 
Zealand honey industry, such as too many honey houses and 
packing facilities, which are the “platform” driving costs.

“The platform is on fire, there needs to be consolidation … 
Ideally we need to find a way to work together and come through 
it all, but to do that there will need to be change. We can’t go 
on producing the way we are. The costs are only going up – fuel, 
electricity, compliance costs, environmental requirements, the cost 
to play internationally,” he said.

One area where beekeepers could look to cut costs are on 
apiary site rentals, Hartnell advised.

“Some of the land user agreements look pretty ugly in the 
current environment. I don’t believe the partners in those 
agreements understand the situation. They have been watching 
Country Calendar and think we are making a bloody fortune. They 
don’t have a grasp on what is happening. It is hard to control the 
cost of diesel, but you can look at land user agreements and have 
free and frank discussions,” Hartnell said.

THE SUPPLY-DEMAND IMBALANCE
The four honey buyers present were typically optimistic about 
the value of New Zealand honey long term, despite a significant 
supply and demand imbalance currently.

Goodwin estimates that each year New Zealand is selling 
around 15,000 tonnes of honey all up, between domestic and 
export markets, against 19,000 tonnes of average annual 
production.

Doug McIntyre, 
general manager 

Midlands Apiaries

John Hartnell, 
director Hartnell 

& Associates.

John Smart, general 
manager sales 

Airborne Honey.
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“We had been building a surplus of 3000 to 5000 tonnes a year 
and then you get a surplus of about 12,000 in 2020. That is the 
equivalent of something like three to four years surplus at once. 
That is phenomenal,” he said.

“Less hives doesn’t mean less honey. With less hives there is 
less competition and the remaining hives have an opportunity to 
produce more,” warned Hartnell.

“It is seasonal changes that have, at times, the greatest influence 
on honey available in the market place.”

When questioned if, as domestic buyers and exporters, the 
honey traders present were concerned that the current pricing 
could see New Zealand’s honey production dry up longer-term, 
McIntyre fielded the question.

“Ultimately we need to make a sustainable industry for everyone. 
We don’t have a business without a raw material supply. We don’t 
have a business without a consumer who wants to buy product at 
the end. We have to work in tandem to get the best outcome for 
everyone,” the Midlands Apiaries GM answered.

It was pointed out that as an industry it has been proven that 
“we can go from 600,000 to 900,000 hives quite quickly if the 
price is right,” by Hartnell.

The meeting offered no silver bullet solutions to the dilemmas 
faced by honey producers, simply the advice to “cut costs” – which 
will obviously be extremely difficult in the high inflation operating 
environment. The mantra of communicating with potential honey 
buyers prior to the production season was stressed though.

For more information about our delivery lead times, 
call us on +64 9 444 9631 or visit the website pharmapac.co.nz
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“Get to know your packers. Deal with more than one, get to 
know what products they are selling in the market and where 
those products are ending up and what is happening in terms of 
the growth of those products and markets,” Smart said.

Goodwin took that thinking even further.
“Some people are passionate, saying ‘this is a great site’, but if 

we don’t need the honey, what’s the point in having a great site? 
If you are sitting on honey and you don’t have a really good idea 
where you are going to be selling the next season’s crop to, I would 
be thinking twice about producing it,” he said, adding “at the end 
of the day, we are fools if we keep producing more and more 
product we don’t have a home for”.  

https://www.pharmapac.co.nz/
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Apimondia  
– the Kiwis’ Experience

It was a small contingent of New Zealanders who attended Apimondia 
International Apiculture Conference recently, among a throng of approximately 

12,000 attendees in Istanbul, Turkey. While the Kiwis didn’t go completely 
unnoticed – with a medal claimed at the honey awards and plenty of questions 

being posed to them about m�nuka honey – an opportunity to market New 
Zealand honey appears to have been missed as other nations took centre stage.

Around a dozen New Zealanders, including honey producers 
and sellers, a live bee exporter and a representative from New 
Zealand Trade and Enterprise (NZTE) were among the Kiwis 
attending the bi-annual global apiculture event, August 24-28.

Various disruptions hindered planning of the conference, with it 
initially set for Ufa, Russia, in 2021 but postponed until 2022 due 
to Covid. Then in March this year it was cancelled, as Apimondia 
condemned Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, before the substitute 
venue of Istanbul Congress Centre (which hosted the conference in 
2017) was announced at short notice.

The seven-story building with a 120,000 square metre footprint 
in the centre of a city of 15 million people is a world away from the 
honey production hives of the Bay of Plenty, but one honey from 
that corner of New Zealand made its mark.

Kaimai Range Honey’s “Special Bush Honey”, a mix of tawari 
and rewarewa, scooped a bronze medal at the World Beekeeping 
Awards announced at the conference. The win follows Kaimai 
Range Honey owners Ralph and Jody Mitchells’ “horrendously 
frustrating” experience at the previous awards, in Montreal 2019, 
where a range of their honeys were controversially red carded 
(detailed in the October 2019 issue of Apiarist’s Advocate).

“When Russia got cancelled we thought, back to beekeeping, 
we’re busy,” Jody Mitchell says, following her and 
husband Ralph’s return to the Bay of Plenty.

“Then all of a sudden it was back on and we had 
a week to get some honey organised, cream it and 
send it out. Logistically it was ridiculous. So, we 
are chuffed we came away from the awards with 
something.”

Like in 2019, many honeys entered into the 
competition from around the world did not pass 
the testing requirements, including one of the 
Mitchells’ two entries.

Their bronze medal winner was the only honey 
to medal in their category.

“A few of the judges are really staunch and 
their attitude is, unless it is absolutely fantastic, 
you are not getting the gold. They will say ‘we 
are not awarding gold and silver because 
we feel this could be slightly better’,” 
Michell says.

Considering it was a rushed last-minute entry, she is very happy 
with the medal, especially with it standing out above any others 
in the category. However, the ongoing issue of unadulterated 
New Zealand honey failing at the testing stage of the awards still 
concerns Mitchell.

“We are not totally sure what the issue is. The judges loved the 
honey, but some of the tests they are using are not suitable for all 
honeys across the board. A lot of them have been developed for 
European honeys and you have got different plants and different 
varieties of honey presented that don’t suit the testing. A lot of 
our native honeys are only just passing some of the tests. They are 
pure, unadulterated, but there are little things popping up that 
they don’t understand.

“They amount of stuff they are testing for is mind blowing. 
Getting past the testing and through to the judges is a mammoth 
task in itself.”

LIMITED NZ HONEY PRESENCE
There was plenty more going on at the international conference 
than just the Beekeeping Awards though, with a large trade 
display and a wide range of experts addressing the various 
auditoriums on matters of beekeeping and apiculture.

Shorter than your average 
Viking, Kaimai Range Honey 

owner Jody Mitchell gets behind 
the successful Scandinavian bid 
to host Apimondia International 

Apiculture Conference 2025 
during proceedings at the 2022 

event in Istanbul in August.

https://www.apiaristsadvocate.com/post/apimondia-the-kiwis-experience
https://www.apiaristsadvocate.com/_files/ugd/0f980a_bff766b9855b4e4bb0fc6aef44f17a8b.pdf


SJA Honey owner Jason Marshall was the only New Zealand 
presence amongst the trade displays, advertising his live bee 
exports and honey. Once attendees registered that they were New 
Zealand beekeepers, the questions about mānuka honey started 
flowing.

“We had quite a lot of people tasting our Good & Gooey honey 
brand’s samples and then we had another mānuka honey sample 
hidden away to bring out and let people try. We made them feel 
like it wasn’t for everyone – just the special ones,” Marshall says.

Like the Mitchells, Marshall had attended the Montreal 
Apimondia conference in 2019 and was surprised then that 
there was no great New Zealand honey presence amongst the 
displays. That was the case again in Turkey, outside of the SJA 
Honey booth. While Marshall says there were some very elaborate 
displays, which he estimates would have cost upwards of $100,000 
to implement, the SJA booth was more modest, but served as a 
meeting point for the small contingent of Kiwis in attendance.

Among them was Johann Ander, managing director of honey 
exporter Yobees Honey who says “people wanted to talk mānuka 
honey”, and that “even Australia had a stand there, promoting 
what they call mānuka honey, but we don’t”.

Mānuka Orchard owner Logan Bowyer was also among the Kiwi 
contingent, spreading the word about the Bay of Plenty honey 
storage facility’s new honey sales platform, accessible to buyers all 
over the world. 

“It was disappointing that New Zealand does not have a bigger 
presence at shows like that, because you just don’t know who is 
attending and walking around,” Bowyer says.

“When we’ve got not enough sales for the honey we produce, we 
need to have a presence at anywhere that is going to sell honey 
for us.”

Being amongst the throng of apiculture industry insiders was 
motivating for him as Mānuka Orchard seeks to take clients’ honey 
to new market places around the globe.

“Once you get there you realise the people who are there are the 
dedicated ones. They are all there for a reason, and hard-working 
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people. They all seem to have the same driver: let’s try to sell some 
honey to other parts of the world that don’t have any yet. There is 
all these people in the same place who speak the same language 
– honey,” Bowyer says.

THE BEEKEEPING WORLD TOGETHER 
There was a wide range of scientific presentations and apitherapy 
had a strong presence at the event, with many Turks inclined to 
use apiculture products for medical purposes. That provided an 
opportunity to learn plenty Mitchell says, while the social aspects 
of the gathering were a highlight as the world exits a pandemic.

“We really enjoyed the mix of people. There were a lot of people 
there that, had it been hosted in America, they wouldn’t have 
even been allowed in the country with the way visas work. It was 
a diverse group and very interesting because that brings a wide 
range of ideas from all around the world,” Mitchell says.

Despite the bronze medal success, Kaimai Range Honey 
has unfinished business. So, they will again be looking to enter 
their honey in the Beekeeping Awards and attended the next 
Apimondia, in Chile 2023.

“I want the gold! I know two people who have won the award 
for World’s Best Honey and that is not just a gold medal, but the 
pick of all the gold medal winners. One is from Turkey, one from 
America,” Mitchell says, adding, “So, we will go for gold in Chile 
and then go again from there!” 

SJA Honey’s booth was the only Kiwi presence among the displays 
at Apimondia International Apiculture Conference in Istanbul, where 

owner Jason Marshall and beekeeper Melissa Griffiths set up to meet the 
approximately 12,000 delegates.

www.crystech.co.nz
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Betta Bees Up 
For Sale

Fancy taking on a leading queen bee breeding 
programme? After 18 years of striving to improve 

the bee genetics of New Zealand’s honey bees, 
Betta Bees is up for sale. The Mosgiel, Otago, 

based breeding programme’s business model of 
shareholder ownership has proven unsustainable 
through the current honey industry downturn, 
but those guiding it believe it still has plenty to 
offer the industry and so private ownership is 

being sought.

Betta Bees Research Limited includes between 200 and 300 hives 
and instrumental insemination (II) equipment, the genetics held 
within the bees and use of the Betta Bees brand.

The business was founded in 2004 when 13 beekeepers from 
the Southern Beekeepers Discussion Group donated the best of 
their honey bee stocks to form the closed breeding programme. 
Regular II of virgin queens, raised from the best performing hives 
and utilising drone semen from similarly desirable hives, formed 
a breeding programme targeting highly productive Italian-strain 
bees, with calm temperament and golden colouring. These queens 
were distributed to shareholders of Betta Bees for use in their own 
beekeeping operations.

Falling revenue as shareholder numbers dropped away meant 
last winter staff were made redundant and Putake Queen Co. 
took over management for season 2021-22. However, this winter 
the Board decided a three year management agreement should 
be sought. With none forthcoming, it has been decided to put the 
business up for sale.

Around 20 shareholders remain and the current directors are 
chairman Jason Marshall, 
of SJA Honey, Peter Bell, 
of Mackenzie Country 
Honey, and Brendon 
Stratton of Oha Honey.

“Betta Bees has got 
one of, if not the most, 
advanced breeding 
programmes in the 
country. It would be a 
shame for the industry to 
lose all of that breeding 
and intellectual property. 
So, our hope is somebody 

will put in a tender to buy the entire programme and carry it on,” 
Marshall says.

The current ownership and management structure, where the 
directors are voluntarily running the operation, is “clunky and 
inefficient” the chairman says. Therefore, “rather than being a 
shame, I think this is a real opportunity to take Betta Bees in a 
better direction”.

“Now is probably the opportune time in the industry to pick 
something like this up. I think it is something that a queen raiser 
could tack on to their existing business to take that leap from just 
raising queens to having a high-end breeding programme, along 
with a respected brand and the history and data to go with it,” 
Marshall says.

With spring well and truly upon the hives in Otago, the directors 
wish to find a buyer within the next month or two. The hives have 
been maintained and treated for varroa, but no breeding is taking 
place at present.

Shareholders have given the directors a mandate to find the 
best buyer for the industry, and not necessarily the top dollar bid, 
Marshall says.

“The current structure of a Board of Directors and chairman, 
along with 20 different shareholders, is a very difficult structure to 
work with, especially for a company that is so small. It’s only got 
a couple of hundred hives. In its current form it is just not working, 
but a private person can buy it and take it to the next level, or the 
next part of its journey.”

For more information on the Betta Bees sale, contact Jason 
Marshall jason@sja.co.nz or ph 027 499 9297. 
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161 Years of NZ 
Beekeeping in The Blood: 

Symes Apiaries

On a sunny spring day I met with John, aged 82 years, and wife Daphne 
Syme at the Staveley café in a picturesque farming corner of the world, 

tucked under Mount Somers, Mid Canterbury. We chatted about John’s 
genealogy, including his forbearer’s interest in bees, the inception of 

Symes Apiaries, and its nearly 80-year history until sale, as well as delving 
into his extensive engineering skills utilised for the beekeeping industry. 

John Syme appears to have not retired!  

John Syme spent all his working life as a beekeeper, to which 
he also incorporated his self-taught engineering skills and great 
ability to mentally record engineering details. These days he is 
nearing 20 years removed from full-time beekeeping, after Symes 
Apiaries sold their hives to Midlands Apiaries in 2006. Since then 
he has mentored Ben and Leah Mee, Southern Alps Honey, and at 
times still goes and works a day or so with the Mees. 

In their hay day of beekeeping the Symes kept up to 2200 hives, 
after taking over 700 hives from John’s parents in the 1960s. They 
built up numbers to 2000 hives in their first season, at a time when 
less hive competition and good sites made such growth possible. 

Through the decades there were some challenging times, 
before partnering up with their daughter and son-in-law James 

BY MAGGIE JAMES

and Joanne Callaghan in the early 2000s. Then came the sale to 
Midlands, which involved John and James managing the hives 
during a six-year transition period. These days the Callaghans 
work the family property at Staveley and, at times, James is still an 
advisor to Midlands, and even hands on in the hives if required.

That’s how it is now, but there is a long beekeeping history 
behind Symes Apiaries, and even longer in the bloodline, going 
back to one of the South Island’s earliest apiarists.

TO 1861…
John Syme’s long beekeeping career shouldn’t come as a 
surprise, with his – count them – great, great, great grandfather 
William Bayley Bray Snr (WBB Snr) an avid beekeeper who in 
1861 pencilled detailed honey bee anatomy via a microscope – 

drawings that still exist.
It could well have been from this distant 

grandfather from which Syme inherited a genetic 
disposition to engineering and bees. WBB Snr had 
worked for Robert Stephenson in train design and 
rail planning in the UK, Egypt, and Italy before 
arriving in Lyttleton in 1851, with his wife and four 
children. Planning retirement as a New Zealand 
farmer, WBB Snr apparently was drawn back to 
employment in the mid-1850s when his advice on 
the build of the Lyttelton-Heathcote Valley rail 
tunnel, still in use today, was sought.

The connection to apiculture continued through 
the years and under the Apiaries Act 1908 William 
Bayley Bray Jnr (grandson of WBB Snr) was 
appointed one of two first South Island apiary 
inspectors with the Department of Agriculture. 
Later, in 1910, WB Bray Jnr was one of two founders 
of Airborne Honey.

WBB Jnr believed the Symes farming family 
needed to diversify their income. He supplied a caught swarm for 
his great nephew Ivan (brother or John), teaching the family how 
to care for the bees. 

John Syme’s great, great, great grandfather William Bayley Bray Snr was 
one of the South Island’s first beekeepers and fond of sketching bees in great 
detail while viewed under his microscope. This one dated 15 July 1861. Many 

are in the possession of Peter Bray to this day. 

https://www.apiaristsadvocate.com/post/161-years-of-nz-beekeeping-in-the-blood-symes-apiaries
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Then, amid the Great Depression the Syme family were on the 
home farm in Staveley, without work for their men, but farmers still 
needed bees. So, in 1937, Reginald Syme, father of John, purchased 
300 hives from Charlie Pope, the president of the National 
Beekeepers’ Association. The Symes travelled to Taylor Stream, 
Roxburgh, Otago to uplift the hives, which were all in a large circle 
in one paddock awaiting pickup. Thus, Symes Apiaries was born. 

FORMATIVE YEARS
The family undertook small seed cropping production, plus 
pollination of linseed, red clover and sometimes oat crops, along 
with honey production. Reg built up to 700 hives and purchased 
the Staveley dairy factory, converting it to the first Symes honey 
house. 

John was the oldest of five children; one of three sons. The 
other boys took on the family farm and John, by default, became 

John Syme, beekeeper, 
engineer and at 82 years-old 
still with a few projects on the 

go, including this Bedford truck 
receiving a complete overhaul. 

Photo: Maggie James

www.beequip.nz
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a beekeeper. He says he was happy about the career, working 
with his father, before eventually taking over the beekeeping 
business with wife Daphne in the late 1960s. 

These days John and Daphne’s clan comprises three daughters, 
one son, three granddaughters, ten grandsons, and nine great-
grandchildren! 

HONEY FLOWS
In the 1970s the couple built a 7000sq foot (650m2) honey house 
on their Staveley property, regarded at the time as one of the 
largest in the Southern Hemisphere. These days, the building is 
still in mint condition and operating with an RMP. 

With up to 2200 hives, spread across the Canterbury foothills 
and throughout the Ashburton district, management required 
three full-time staff, plus Daphne, working seven days a week for 
the season, including extraction. There was no varroa, very little 
American foulbrood (AFB), and minimal chalkbrood. Requeening 
was undertaken in spring, requiring 4000 cells produced by 
Richard Bensemann at Leeston, for use in double-queened hives. 
Hives were two full-depth brood boxes with nine frames, honey 
supers full-depth with eight frames.

In those days of the ‘60s and ‘70s honey yields were good and 
full supers held 30kg of honey, with each hive yielding two boxes 
each of honey dew and clover. Dew and clover supers were kept 
separate to achieve low-colour, high export-grade, monofloral 
clover honey. 

There were no honey drums in those days, with 60lb (27kg) tins 
used instead. Clover honey was sold in tins to Airborne Honey in 

Leeston or Hollands at Pleasant Point. Honey drums made an 
appearance in the early 1970s. 

A GAME CHANGER
Beech dew, a major yielder in the beech forests of the Canterbury 
foothills, was not worth much. However, from the 1970s onwards 
the Symes got onto an amazing game changer. Combining with 
two North Canterbury beekeepers and dew producers, Trevor 
Cattermole and Steve Bozzi, the trio struck a deal to export 100 
tonne per season, in honey drums, to Germany. The deal coming 
through Christchurch beekeeping supplier Kevin Ecroyd. 

It was a boon for Symes Apiaries. For the first time they were 
promptly paid with one honey cheque, instead of the usual drip 
feed over months. Their contribution to the consignment ranged 
from 40 tonne of honey dew in a good year, to around 20 tonnes 
in a poor yielding season when the climate was not optimal and 
rain washed dew off the trees. 

Pollination contracts, which gradually increased over the years, 
were mainly carrots, fodder beet and radish.

MANAGING AFB
Like any long-running beekeeping business Symes Apiaries 
encountered AFB.

“At times we did have our share of AFB, but never epidemic,” 
Syme explains as our chat continues.

As part of their AFB strategy, in good yielding seasons  
drawn out white comb produced on clover crops was added 
to brood nests. 

The world’s most The world’s most 
versatile loaders versatile loaders 
for beekeepersfor beekeepers

www.glenbrook.co.nz
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“In 2000 hives we might find 20, and for that reason we were 
always fussy where our sites were and who our beekeeping 
neighbours were. We did get on top of this and for a period of 12 
years we were zero AFB. I suspect that half the hives we burnt 
with AFB were sacrificial. It was just too risky with our hive 
numbers to hang onto them. These days, if in doubt, beekeepers 
can get hives tested.” 

STAFF – FROM CANTERBURY TO ISRAEL
Of course managing AFB is the job of the beekeepers in the  
hives and Symes Apiaries believed that the most efficient way  
to care for their hive health, productivity and lessen the likelihood 
of failure was with hands-on management from the owners, 
and family.

“We were a successful intergenerational family business, 
because we employed outside labour as little as possible, and 
when we did it was generally locals well known to us,” Syme says.

There were some international employees too though. The 
opening of the beech honey dew market to Germany led to 
contact with German university students, who had previous 
beekeeping interests and who would travel to Symes Apiaries to 
work during the northern hemisphere winter. Then there was the 
Israeli connection…

In the early 1990s the Symes received a phone call from the 
Department of Agriculture enquiring if they would be interested 
in taking on two Israeli women, Vered Weiss and Doreet Najman 
who had been working in the North Island auditing beehives for 

Call Logan Bowyer 027 667 7588 
Email Logan logan.bowyer@manukaengineering.com  
www.manukaengineering.com
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NEED MORE FROM 
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Battling high moisture 
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the kiwifruit industry. Both had studied apiculture at university in 
Israel and would prove good hires.

The Israelis returned to their homeland, Najman subsequently 
obtaining a PhD in all aspects of pollination, then working at a 
United States university. In the 1990s John and Daphne visited 
the women in Israel, and the Minister of Agriculture and Rural 
Development arranged for their leading government official of 
apiculture to accompany the Symes whilst in the Middle-Eastern 
nation. 

Their international beekeeping sojourns were not limited to that 
trip though and at the Second Australian International Bee Congress 
1988, on the Gold Coast, John and Daphne were invited to deliver 
their philosophy on “Using Modern Technology and Equipment in the 
Honey Industry to Minimise Workload and Maximise Use of Unskilled 
Labour”. Public speaking is not John’s forte, so the duty fell to 
Daphne to take the auditorium floor, speaking without any of the 
gadgets used to assist in presentations today.

The invitation came off the back of the Symes successful 
engineering ingenuity and sideline business, which saw them 
manufacturer a range of world leading innovative beekeeping 
equipment through their working years, from truck cranes to honey 
house machinery. That’s a story in itself though, which I look forward 
to telling next month.

If you wish discuss any aspect of this story with John and Daphne Syme, 
email: johndaphsyme@gmail.com

Note: Thanks to Peter Bray and Nick Wallingford in helping verify 
historic details.  

https://www.manukaengineering.com/
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Working Bees the 
Norway-way

Chris has been living in Norway for over 10 years and has 
just moved to the family farm near Lillehammer in the Nordic 
country’s east. In the northern spring Chris bought 10 hives from 
a retiring local beekeeper. By the time we arrived the main honey 
flow of the year, wild raspberries, was about finished.

The gear for the hives is all beautifully made. The boxes are square 
and hold 10 frames, which are both deeper and shorter than a 
standard frame in New Zealand. The boxes are about 10% smaller 
by volume than our gear. The walls of the boxes were about 50mm 
thick, to provide greater insulation, and immaculately made with a 
mix of wooden and polystyrene gear. The frames were somewhere 
between a simplicity frame and a Hoffman frame and wired 
horizontally.

INTO THE WORK
At the same time that we took the honey off (using bee escapes) 
we also stripped any honey from the brood nest, found the queen 
and dropped her into the bottom brood box under an excluder. 
This got the hives ready for the second crop of the season: heather.

My wife Karen and I have been busting to visit our son Chris and 
his family in Norway for some time. So, with the easing of Covid 

restrictions, we escaped the New Zealand winter and set off for a six-
week holiday in mid-July. Lucky for this beekeeper, Chris has some 

hives of his own and so – along with a few other contacts – I was able to 
experience beekeeping the Norway-way.

BY JOHN BERRY

To shift the hives up to the heather we blocked their entrances 
at about 5am (they have ventilated floors). In Norway, at around 
60° north in latitude, the sun goes down late and it never gets truly 
dark in summer, but the bees don’t start flying until about 7am.

Norway is a land of small farms, forests and mountains. The 
view from the top of the road to the heather was spectacular 
and, with mist down below us, you could easily imagine trolls 
coming out from behind the rocks. Then it was down the other side 
through more forest and up another river valley, with only a very 
few farms until we got to an area of pine forest where the heather 
grows.

The trees were thin, probably over 60-years-old and widely 
spaced so there’s plenty of sunlight reaching through. The heather 
was just starting to flower as we placed the hives in early August. 
We unloaded the hives and gave them an extra three-quarter box 
before strapping them securely – bears very occasionally attack 
hives in the area!

Despite being stripped of honey the day before, shifted and 
supered, the bees were still quiet as lambs.

Back at base, the next job was to extract the raspberry honey 
in my son’s brand-new honey shed using an equally brand-new 
15 frame radial extractor. I have always been told that radials are 
rough on the gear, so I was pretty sceptical, but this machine did a 
fantastic job with zero comb damage and some of the driest wets 
I have ever seen. We then strained the honey, mixed a bit of starter 
with it and packed into glass jars. Raspberry honey is sublime!

NORWAY’S BEES AND BREEDING PROGRAMMES
Barry Foster was kind enough to give me a contact for a bee 
scientist in Norway. Melissa Oddie is a professor from Canada and 
she is currently working on varroa tolerant bees. I spent a day with 
her and had a wonderful time talking about all sorts of things, as 
well as varroa. She took me for a fascinating visit with Terje and 
Anita Reinertsen.

Terje keeps bees near Oslo, Norway’s capital city with a 
population of over 600,000. He has not used any varroa treatment 
for 10 years and is currently moving away from honey production 
and into queen breeding. He has Buckfast bees (which were first 
bred in Devon, England in the first half of the 20th century) and a 

Chris Berry’s beehives 
in amongst a pine forest 
where the heather grows 

in Norway, a land of 
“small farms, forests and 

mountains” says John Berry.

https://www.apiaristsadvocate.com/post/working-bees-the-norway-way
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beautifully set up honey house with everything from an extractor 
to his own wax-foundation mill.

His English is pretty good, but he did have trouble understanding 
my accent. Nevertheless, we had some good conversations and a 
really enjoyable look through some of his hives. He told me that 
when he was younger he would really chase the honey flows and 
could get two raspberry crops by moving the bees higher up the 
hills, followed by heather in the mountains, then a late heather 
crop down by the coast. 

Melissa is working with him and his bees as well as with other 
local beekeepers and their Carniolans. There is no doubt that they 
are having success breeding varroa tolerant bees, but just why 

those bees are tolerant is not completely clear at the moment. 
It appears to be something to do with the fact that they uncap 
brood cells that have varroa, but why this has an effect on the 
varroa’s life-cycle is still a bit unclear.

Of course, varroa has a lot less time to build up in Norway as 
they have six months of winter. Most beekeepers treat only once 
a year with an oxalic dribble when the hives are broodless in 
winter. Melissa has just given a talk on her research at the latest 
Apimodia in Turkey.

ONE LAST HARVEST
Just before we came home I went up with Chris to put bee escapes 
into the hives and then we went back early the next morning, took 
the honey off and brought everything home. The local heather 
honey has a reputation for fermenting, so we tested it for moisture 
content. It was 21% on average, so we kept it warm for three days 

with a fan blowing across the top and a dehumidifier 
which brought it down to 18.5%.

The honey is definitely thixotropic and needed 
pricking, but is nowhere near as thick as manuka. 

The honeys intense perfume permeated 
everything, it is too sweetly floral for my tastes. 
It extracted perfectly in the radial extractor with 

only a few damaged combs and most of that 
was caused by the pricker … and me putting the 

heater a little too close to one stack!

Chris Berry taking 
heather honey off his 

hives in Norway where 
he reaped an average 

of 40kg/hive, to go 
along with 30kg/hive of 
wild raspberry honey.

http://www.hdprocess.co.nz/products/
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WINTERING DOWN
A few days after we brought the hives home Chris went through 
them and removed all honey frames from the brood box and 
started the autumn feeding with sugar using top feeders. The idea 
is to remove as much honey as possible from the brood nest and 
replace with sugar. Sugar has very little impurities which means 
the bees don’t have to go on cleansing flights. It regularly gets to 
20 below (Celsius) or worse in the winter and, with snow on the 
ground for up to six months, regular cleansing flights are not an 
option. 

Chris ended up with 30kg/hive from the wild raspberry and 
40kg/hive from the heather – pretty good for a heather crop, but a 
bit below average on the raspberry, he reckoned.

Roadsides and wild corners are covered with multiple species of 
gorgeous wildflowers, but there are also a lot of native pollinators 
to compete for nectar sources. The farmed areas are nearly all 
long grass, cut for silage or grain crops. 

Most people seem to winter their hives one high with ventilated 
floors and a hessian type hive mat. Above that a 100mm high top 
board, with cloth top and bottom and filled with wood shavings, 
helps soak up any excess moisture. Feeding in spring is not 
normally necessary.

Of course the trip wasn’t all work and we did a lot of walking 
in the forests and visited a lot of museums and the magnificent 
Nidaros Cathedral in Trondheim. Spending time with family was 
the highlight and air travel the low point. Everything you hear 
about air travel at the moment is true!

All in all, the beekeeping aspects of our Norway trip made for 
a fascinating and fun look at how bees are kept on the other side 
of the World. Now, as my son shuts his hives down for the winter, I 
am getting my 32 hives ready for a new (and very wet) spring while 
reflecting on some of the things I learned and how I can apply my 
new knowledge to my own hives. 

Norwegian beekeeper Terje 
Reinertsen, who is running 

a Buckfast bee breeding 
programme with the aim of 
developing varroa resistant 

bees, shows Kiwi visitor John 
Berry around his home apiary.
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Dave Black reads the new beekeeping best-seller 
‘The Mind of a Bee’, by Lars Chittka and ponders 

insect minds, cognition and consciousness.

What Do We 
Know About 
What Bees 

Know?

In these public times some of our more ‘woke’ scientists have 
taken to describing honeybees and other invertebrates as having 
personality, individuality even; sometimes emotional, sometimes 
empathetic animals with their own culture and traditions. 
Surprising skills, like numeracy, and language emerge from 
suspiciously romantic claims. Joking aside, it’s hard to imagine 
a more value-laden, philosophically fraught topic than animal 
cognition. It has always been so, from Darwin to Descartes and 
Democritus.

Cognition is a term referring to the activity involved in acquiring 
knowledge and working out how to use it. There is a physical and 
chemical apparatus associated with a collection of processes 
we might think about that gain and transform information. We 
prioritise, remember, forget, imagine, judge, and problem-solve, 
with everything we perceive about ourselves and the world  
around us.

Part of what makes studying animal minds difficult is expanding 
the enquiry into a sensory world which we can scarcely imagine, 
much less one we can measure or test. A single human context 
becomes a myriad of animal contexts. The other part of what 
makes it difficult is our beliefs about the human-animal distinction 
and the extent of continuity between the minds of humans and 
other animals. Are we highly evolved animals, merely an extension 
of what went before, or something quite different? Something 
that the discredited cognitive psychologist Marc Hauser called 
‘Singularly Smart’.1,2

So, we are curious about bees and other animals, but what 
also makes animal cognition interesting and important lies in its 
challenge to the methods, assumptions, and values in science 
itself. It forces us to think about the meaning of culture, language, 
knowledge, mind, and consciousness, and it makes us reconsider 
classic questions about human nature and our place among all 
other organisms3. What is it to be ‘emotional’, to be ‘conscious’,  
or ‘sentient’?

CHITTKA’S LATEST WORK
Dr Lars Chittka isn’t some Johnny-come-lately when it comes to 
apicultural study. His is a pretty conventional scholarly lineage 
tracing back through icons, Randolf Menzel (his tutor), Martin 
Lindauer (Menzel’s tutor), to Karl von Frish (Lindauer’s tutor), all of 
whom had begun to wonder about the boundaries of honeybee 
cognition. His new book, ‘The Mind of a Bee’4, published on July 19, 
and released in several formats, is creating quite a buzz among 
academics and apprentices alike. 

The first few chapters take us through what has been discovered 
so far about the way bees perceive the world, a ‘levelling up’ 
for readers that haven’t been following the research or from 
other disciplines. Each chapter has additional explanatory notes 
collated at the end of the book, diversions and clarifications that 
would otherwise clutter a fluid and easy text. Chittka is a capable 
user of modern media and over recent years has amassed a 
modest catalogue of material, presented on YouTube too, so the 
book has come to the attention of a somewhat incredulous public. 
It’s still worth a place in your library.

In it he explores the sensory world of bees, their learning about 
space, how they learn about flowers, and what they learn about 
each other, before we get to neurology and the brain. The account 
is full of anecdote and histories of the work, carefully leading the 
reader through the argument that our preconceptions should 
change, that “we must at least allow the possibility” that the mind  
of the bee is closer to our own than we could have guessed.  
That there is credible evidence and evolutionary logic suggesting 
that something like consciousness, emotion, introspection or  
intent should be considered. That sheer survival, perhaps, made it 
all inevitable.

REALITY. TO EACH, HIS OWN…
We have always understood that every individual’s experience 
was conditional on limited and imperfect senses. The 19th century 
German biologist Jakob von Uexküll proposed a concept he 
called umwelt5 to name the small subset of the greater ‘reality’ any 
animal can experience; each species ‘constructs’ and lives within 
its own ‘lifeworld’.

For beekeepers we think of honeybee’s vision, skewed away from 
our ‘red’ towards ultraviolet as one aspect of their own umwelt 
distinct from ours, or maybe their meld of touch, smell, and taste. 
We try to imagine an AFB detector dog’s umwelt filled with scents 
we will never know. To reach beyond our own umwelt requires not 
just imagination but the intellectual humility to appreciate the 

BY DAVE BLACK

Lars Chittka, Professor of 
Sensory and Behavioural 
Ecology at Queen Mary 

University of London, with his 
recently released best-seller 
which tackles bee cognition 

and has been making headlines 
around the world.
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unseen, and it’s the only way of knowing what another being may 
be conscious of.

ARE INSECTS CONSCIOUS?
Some, like Hauser, think the gap between the cognitive capability 
of animals and that of humans isn’t one of degrees along a 
continuum, but a yawning chasm. Most scientists don’t see it 
that way and think Darwin’s thesis of cognitive continuity across 
species applies, in other words “the difference in mind between man 
and the higher animals, great as it is, certainly is one of degree and not 
of kind.”6

Chittka, remains cautious. He writes: “There has never been formal 
proof of consciousness in any animal, and in the book I have not 
supplied a formal proof for bees, either. Critical readers might counter 
that every single psychological phenomenon, every intelligent behaviour 
described in this book could somehow be replicated …could in theory  
be accomplished without any form of conscious awareness. They would 
be right.”

The last chapter of the book turns to what difference it would 
make if there is a consensus that bees are sentient creatures, and 
in Chittka’s view “we are currently as confident of these phenomena 
[pain, emotional states, consciousness] in bees as we are in the 
charismatic mammals that are the classic mascots of conservation 
campaigns… we should err on the side of caution and treat bees with 
the same respect as other animals in which we accept the possibility of 
subjective experience.”

While Chittka suggests “…we owe bees”, arguably we owe it 
to ourselves to treat other creatures ‘humanely’ because to do 

otherwise undermines the significance of the virtue itself.7 That is, 
if we are to retain a consistent ethical position our moral standards 
cannot shift to suit the circumstances. Chittka believes bees are 
sufficiently sentient to deserve moral equality, but it’s important to 
say, biology aside, philosophically it remains a difficult issue.8

Dave Black is a commercial-beekeeper-turned-hobbyist, now 
working in the kiwifruit industry. He is a regular science writer providing 
commentary on “what the books don’t tell you” via his Substack Beyond 
Bee Books, to which you can subscribe here. 
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Aerofast – the Hive Straps 
That Last

You know the ones – 25mm wide sturdy, 
polypropylene webbing with the 
business name and registration number 
woven in and – more often than not – 
the colour fading from the plastic cap 
on the ratchet handle due to its long 
survival. That long-life is the leading 
reason beekeepers keep coming back 
to Aerofast for their hive straps, says 
general manager Chris Hay.

“On other imported straps the webbing 
simply isn’t UV stable. We have clients 
who have had Aerofast hive straps in 
the field for six years and they are still 

It’s no secret, beekeepers all have their own way of doing things, and 
hive straps are no different. However, in the past 10 years one method 

has proven more effective, efficient and durable than the rest and 
so it’s no surprise that Aerofast’s ratchet tiedowns are common site 

around beehives up and down the country.

doing the job. We’ve brought some back 
to test after three years and they are 
still well and truly up to strength. With 
some inferior products you will only get a 
season out of them, especially in areas of 
high sunshine hours,” Hay explains.

While the increased life of Aerofast’s 
hive straps is their main selling point, 
there are plenty more qualities that 
beekeepers like about them the GM says.

“Webbing straps are much easier and 
more reusable than alternatives. There 
is no memory with Aerofast webbing 
hive straps. By that I mean that, once it 
has been used, it is not contorted to any 

AEROFAST TIEDOWNS
PROFILING APIARIST’S ADVOCATE’S LEADING SUPPORTERS  ADVERTORIAL

Ratchet Hive Strap – a favourite of Kiwi 
beekeepers

Aerofast have a tiedown for every occasion, 
from beehives, to road vehicles and even 

helicopter slings.

Heavy-Duty Ratchet Hive Strap – with 1400kg 
break strength

Camlock Hive Strap – for quick locking

Designed specifically for bundling hives together as an 
alternative to traditional em-lock strapping. Aerofast’s 
range of hive straps have long life UV resistant webbing, 
perfect for New Zealand’s and Australia’s harsh weather 
conditions. Quicker, easier and more cost effective than 
traditional steel strapping as the webbing will last for 

years. Trusted by New Zealand’s leading Beekeepers. 
Will not cut your hands or clothing like traditional steel 
strapping. Highly customisable, can change length, 
tensioning device and can permanently weave your 
apiaries colours and name in the webbing.

Aerofast’s Range of Hive Straps

https://www.apiaristsadvocate.com/post/aerofast-the-hive-straps-that-last
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AEROFAST TIEDOWNS

PROFILING APIARIST’S ADVOCATE’S LEADING SUPPORTERS  ADVERTORIAL

Apiculture New Zealand’s national 
conference a regular, three reps 
around the country meeting with 
beekeeping business owners, and 
more, such as advertising support for 
Apiarist’s Advocate’s free news source 
for beekeepers. There is perhaps one 
mode of support more appealing than 
the rest during the current downturn in 
honey prices though.

“We’ve been struggling with 
increasing costs over the last 18 
months or so, but so far have resisted 
increasing the pricing on the hive 
straps,” Hay points out.

Founded in 1980, Aerofast 
manufacture more than 40,000 
tiedowns a month – that’s around 
two million metres of webbing woven 
each year!  With every one of them 
customisable to the needs of the user, 
perhaps it’s no surprise Aerofast’s 
products have found favour with 
beekeepers and their wide-ranging 
methods of operation.  

Aerfoast’s looms weave millions of metres 
of tiedowns every year at their Christchurch 
factory – New Zealand owned for more than  

40 years.

particular hive or shape. The straps are 
also light and malleable to transit on the 
beekeeping truck too.”

Produced from Aerofast’s Christchurch 
factory, orders of 25 straps or more 
provide the client with custom print 
woven in to the polypropylene fabric, 
a service which allows beekeepers 
to present a business name and/or 
beekeeper registration number on 
their hives. It’s popular too, with almost 
every beekeeping client taking up the 
custom-weave option as a means for 
meeting the requirement to display their 
registration number.

Of course beekeepers are in the 
market for more than just hive straps 
though, so the wide range of fully-
customisable general purpose tiedowns 
(plus lifting slings for aerial hive 
movements) are also finding favour right 
across the industry.

It’s an industry the company is 
committed to – even through the current 
downturn – with Aerofast’s stand at 

www.aerofast.co.nz/product-category/beekeeper-products/
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Art and beekeeping are not your typical 
pairing of passions, but for Chad Tozer the 

two are inextricably intertwined. Both pursuits 
blossomed from his innate creativity, giving 
rise to The Beekeeper’s Daughters – where 
quirky beekeeping artwork meets unique, 

flavour-infused bush honey. The Geraldine Bee 
Club Chairman shares his journey from the 

fast-paced, corporate environment to the quiet 
foothills of the Southern Alps.

The 
Beekeeper’s 
Daughters 

– Where Art
Meets Hive

CLUB CATCH-UP | BROUGHT TO YOU BY HIVE WORLD NZ

Art has always been a large part of Tozer’s life.

“My parent’s sent me to art classes at the age of five, which 
continued through my childhood and teenage years. While 
studying at the Wellington School of Design I continued my art 
and even taught to high school students in my spare time,”  
he says.

With a solid creative foundation, Tozer found success designing 
a range of innovative building products while working for a firm  
in Auckland.

“Sometimes it’s the most simple things which have the most 
success,” he says, describing one product which was well received 
by his peers in the construction industry.

However, after 10 years of working for large corporate firms in 
Auckland, Tozer says their family never felt as though they had put 
roots down in Auckland and that “deep down we knew this wasn’t 
where we were meant to be”.

That led the father of three to take up a role in Ashburton and 
relocate with his family to Geraldine, in Canterbury.

“My wife and I wanted to provide our kids with the same rural 
lifestyle we had when we were young,” he says, referencing his 

childhood years in Blenheim. The move also marked the beginning 
of his pursuit into the world of beekeeping.

“I loved the idea of becoming a beekeeper, but in Auckland it 
didn’t feel practical. When we moved to the South Island, I got 
into hobbyist beekeeping straight away. Something still wasn’t 
right though. Every time I jumped in the car and drove to my office 
job in Ashburton, I felt as though I hadn’t escaped the rat race of 
corporate life.”

So, he knew it was time to make a change.
“I knew it was finally time to do my own thing and take 

beekeeping from just a hobby to something else, and take back 
the work-life balance that had been missing all those years.” 

He stepped away from his role with the Ashburton based firm, 
and started The Beekeeper’s Daughters, a place where he could 
simultaneously channel his love of art and love of bees. Rekindling 
his passion for art was important for Tozer.

“The art is a way to vent my creative side while linking in with 
the beekeeping side of things.”

With quirky art pieces such as ‘Make bush honey great again’ 
or Darth Vader inspecting frames with the caption ‘I am your 
keeper,’ his pieces are made by the beekeeper, for the beekeeper. 
When asked about how he creates his art, Tozer explains, “I start 
by drawing them by hand with an ink pen. Then I digitise them, 
after which a local printing company prints them onto art paper 
for me.”

www.hiveworld.co.nz
https://www.apiaristsadvocate.com/post/the-beekeeper-s-daughters-where-art-meets-the-hive
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This creative outlet has spilled over to other 
parts of his business, where he has started his 

own range of local bush honey. “I love honey,” he 
says, “I also like trying different types of honey, but 

one of my favourites is multi-floral, rich bush honey.”
His own bush honey is collected from thick pockets of native 

bush in the foothills of Geraldine. However, customers can also 
choose from a ginger infused or a spicy chilli infused honey, or as 
Tozer puts it, “a Geraldine honey which celebrates local, quirky, 
fun honey as well as having a laugh.” His honey has won many 
hearts in the area, with the Geraldine Cheese Company entering 
it, paired with a brie cheese into SCOFF (South Canterbury 
Outstanding Food Festival).

As The Beekeeper’s Daughters business began to grow, Tozer 
became aware of some of the challenges facing new beekeepers 
wanting to pick up the hobby.

“I know first-hand that beekeeping is expensive and incredibly 
time consuming,” he says, adding “Whether you have three hives, 
300 or 3000, there is a whole list of things which you have to do 
which takes time.” 

So, he saw this as an opportunity to begin a hive sponsorship 
program, where individuals, schools or corporate groups can 
sponsor their very own beehive.

“I thought, rather than consumers going straight for honey, what 
if I could connect them with the bee story so they can become 
advocates of bees and be educated about their importance.”

Customers are able to engage in beekeeping without having 
to operate their own hive and as Tozer puts it, his customers can 
“come along on the journey and earn their honey”. 

The part time artist and part-time beekeeper’s connection to 
apiculture goes even further though, as he recently stepped up 
to become the chairman of the Geraldine Bee Club. He remains 
humble in his approach to the role.

“The chairman isn’t the one that knows it all, rather the one that 
facilitates and engages with those who have way more experience 
than I do,” Tozer says.

With a number of exciting opportunities on the horizon, the 
future of The Beekeeper’s Daughters is summed up best in the 
company’s motto: “Its all about bees for the next generation.” 

Chad Tozer, equally at 
home whether in his 
beehives or creating 

quirky beekeeping art.

This October, join Ecrotek as we donate 1% of all online 
revenue to the National Breast Cancer Foundation. You will 
not only be investing in your bees, but also in research that 
helps improve the longevity and quality of life of breast 
cancer patients. With every purchase, you are helping to 
support innovative research that is moving 
us closer to a world without breast cancer.

POSITIVELY PINK

Support Breast Cancer Awareness 
Month by making any purchase online
throughout October!

WHY ARE WE SUPPORTING THIS CAUSE?

1 in 7 women are diagnosed with breast cancer in their lifetime. 
Early detection provides the highest chance of survival, hence it is 
critical that all women, regardless of socioeconomic status, are 
"breast aware". Since NBCF's inception in 1994, the five-year 
survival rates for breast cancer has increased from 76% to 92%.

We are going to be donating 1% of 
all online revenue from October to 
Breast Cancer Foundation NZ
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SUPPORT OUR 
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www.ecrotek.co.nz

Show your support by purchasing any of our 
products throughout the month of October at

Unique & Original NZ Apiculture Art Prints. Free nationwide delivery conditions apply 

An accountant who understands 
your business!

I’m a Blenheim-based chartered accountant, 
hobbyist beekeeper, and business partner 
with all of my clients. What’s important to me 
is understanding my clients’ business and 
bringing that personal touch. Please contact 
me confidentially and without obligation if 
you’d like to discuss how I can assist you and 
your business this year.

www.marrnz.com
Office: 03 929 3100

Mobile: 027 276 7682
Email: office@marrnz.com

Chad Tozer and his family have 
traded the hustle and bustle of 
Auckland for a life in Geraldine, 
which includes his unique beekeeping 
business The Beekeeper’s Daughters 
as well as the role of chairman at the 
Geraldine Bee Club.

www.beekeepersdaughters.nz
www.marrnz.com
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As we know “knowledge is power” and data leads 
to knowledge. Certainly so in a beekeeping-sense 
and this month I want to elaborate on how data 
collection tools such as the New Zealand Colony 
Loss Survey (for beekeepers as a collective) and 

MyApiary (for individual beekeeping businesses) 
can provide that data, knowledge and power.

Knowledge can change the world, or a company, but only when 
it is shared in the right ways. Before knowledge or an idea can 
change the world, it first must change behaviour.

Over the last few months, I have been collaborating with Dr 
Pike Stahlmann-Brown, creator of our Col Loss Survey, to help 
MyApiary customer more easily and accurately answer the  
survey questions. 

A few years ago, Pike came to see what we do at MyApiary. 
He was blown away with the data we help our clients record, 
how MyApiary helped turn that data into knowledge, and what 
questions it could be used to help answer.

This collaboration led to today’s outcome, where we have 
produced a report for each section of the Col Loss Survey that 
summarises data recorded over a 14-16 month period. MyApiary 
clients can use the report to answer the survey questions, while 
also applying their own interpretation of the data in accordance 
with their hive management strategy. 

What struck me as quite profound is how Pike has laid out 
the survey, to first establish its primary focus – the number of 
“colony losses over winter” – and then dive deeper into trying to 
understand the possible causes or methods of prevention of  
these losses. 

When testing the new report’s accuracy across a few data 
sets, it was very easy to see different management strategies at BY DARREN BAINBRIDGE

Data is Power – 
and the Col Loss 

Survey Provides It

MANAGEMENT MATTERS | BROUGHT TO YOU BY MyApiary

S M A R T E R  B E E K E E P I N G

TM

Visit us at: MyApiary.com    Call us at: 07 3910039

Number of hives Hive status

Jobs

Site status 

Reports

Create new sites

Calendar

Quickly see what needs doing
An app 

your staff 
will actually 

use

Learn more

www.myapiary.com
https://www.apiaristsadvocate.com/post/data-is-power-and-the-col-loss-survey-provides-it
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The annual Colony Loss Survey is a data collection tool which MyApiary’s 
Darren Bainbridge thinks beekeepers should support, while also using the 
info they collect to analyse their own business.

play. It painted a picture of who is regularly requeening and what 
percentage of their hives each year, who is still using bi-annual 
calendar varroa treatments and who has been monitoring varroa 
levels, experimenting with alternate treatment strategies, and 
comparing results season to season.   

With data like this it became very clear to me how combining 
this data anonymised over a national scale could be used to 
help derive best management practice for each region or track 
evolution of varroa. As well as that, using your own data to try 
new ideas, measure the results and apply changes to your own 
management strategies. For this reason, I think the survey is a very 
useful tool for monitoring honey bee health on a national scale 
and I encourage everyone to complete it, after you get around 
your hives this spring.

For the outcomes, you’ll have to wait for Pike’s next report 
which is obviously some time off, or you could start applying data 
analysis to your own business.

As they say, “knowledge is power” and if we can use the 
outcomes of the survey, and data collection in general, to improve 
management practices and hive health for the better, what impact 
could it have on our honey industry?

So, if you complete the Col Loss Survey… more power to you!
Darren Bainbridge is the founder and general manager of MyApiary, 

a provider of beehive, apiary and honey house management software, 
as well as beekeeping business advisory and consultancy.  
www.myapiary.com 

www.stowers.co.nz
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As I tipped back in March, the Southern North 
Island Beekeeping Group (SNIBG) is moving 

towards establishing a Trust to provide funding 
of two trained American foulbrood (AFB) sniffer 
dogs and to maintain the purified AFB spores 

held at Massey University (each one is dependant 
on the other). It needs beekeepers’ support and it 

needs it now.

(Editor’s note: Apiarist’s Advocate covered this research in Passing 
the Sniff Test the February 2022 issue.)

A Brief Background…

In 2019 Down Under Honey put a proposal to the Sustainable 
Farming Fund (SFF), supported by the Honey Industry Trust, 
Massey University and the SNIBG, to test whether dogs could 
detect purified AFB spores. There were a number of unknowns: 
did AFB spores alone produce an odour, could the dogs detect 
these and, if so, to what level could they detect the spores in a trial 
situation and in the field?

Pete Gifford form K9 Search Detection Dogs was commissioned 
to train two dogs, Plant and Food Research were commissioned to 
purify AFB spores, and a committee set up to oversee the project.

We were very happy at the 100% level of detection these dogs 
provided and a paper is being prepared by Massey University for 
peer review and publication as this is a world first.

PROGRESS SO FAR
Unfortunately delays in getting the AFB samples means that 
the funding for this project ran out before we could undertake 
field trials. In the meantime, Pete has been feeding the dogs and 
providing ongoing training at his own expense, something he can 
no longer continue to do.

Without further funding from the industry and perhaps another 
grant from the SFF, this project will collapse and the dogs will be 
assigned to be trained on other things.

The AFB PMP Board will not support this endeavour financially 
until the paper has been published, however they have put forward 
a proposal to amend the regulations so that in the future dogs can 
be used in the detection of AFB.

SO, WHAT WILL SNIFFER DOGS PROVIDE THE INDUSTRY?
At present most beekeepers rely on visual inspections and in the 
meantime, AFB may take up to three years to show clinically.  By 
this time, if a quarantine system hadn’t been used, spores will have 
spread within the apiary and as far away as one kilometre either 
by drifting bees, robbing or the interchange of equipment by the 
beekeeper.

A sniffer dog can inspect 20 hives in about 15 seconds. This 
method of detection is very advantageous especially when 
hives are concentrated together as they are before going into 
pollination. Dogs can also be used to identify AFB in used 
equipment if laid out on the ground.

WHAT’S NEEDED
The SNIBG would like to maintain the trained dogs (which comes 
at a cost of $36,000 per year), complete the field trial, and hand 
the dogs over to a handler who will have them available for 
beekeepers to use.

We need industry funding before we can approach other 
funding sources. While we know the beekeeping industry is 
struggling at present, we are appealing for a small amount of 
funding from a large amount of beekeepers to solve the dilemma.

We are approaching all beekeepers, including the hobby 
sector and bee clubs, for funding and suggesting that individuals 
contribute $5 - $10 each for three years.

What do hobbyist get out of funding the dog project when AFB 
is mainly a commercial sector problem? Unfortunately, AFB does 
not discriminate between hobbyist and commercial hives.

Apiaries used to be 2.5km apart and this separation helped 
control the spread of the disease. Now, with apiaries as close as 
the next paddock, drifting bees and robbing assists in spreading 
AFB and you could be next. For a commercial beekeeper killing  
a hive is part of the business, but for a hobbyist it’s like killing  
your pet.

There is also a possibility that AFB levels could increase over the 
next three years due to commercial beekeepers abandoning hives 
as industry economics worsen. Beekeeping will be so much better 
without AFB. Finding it early is the key.

AFB sniffer dogs can help with that, so I implore you to support 
SNIBG’s fundraising drive.
SNIBG has lodged an application to form a Trust with the IRD and we 
expect this to be registered in the next month, at which stage a bank 
account will be opened and all funds already received in donation will 
be transferred to the Trust.
While we await this process, donations can be made to the Southern 
North Island Beekeeping Group, using the code “Dogs”. All funds will be 
receipted.
Acct number:  15-3977-0067333-00
For more information contact Frank Lindsay,  
email: lindsays.apiaries@gmail.com  

BY FRANK LINDSAY

Keep the AFB 
Dogs Research 

Alive – Your Help 
is Needed

One of Pete Gifford’s AFB sniffer dogs 
during a trial last year.

APIARIST’S OPINION | FRANK LINDSAY
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The Ministry for Primary Industries (MPI), with the help of Massey 
University, are undertaking what is deemed a crucial first step in 
improving any potential biosecurity incursion response needed 
by the apiculture industry. Research, led by Massey University 

senior lecturer in veterinary epidemiology Dr Emilie Vallee, will be 
centred around a survey of beekeepers, calling on them to provide 

information regarding their biosecurity practices.

How Far Do Our 
Hives Travel?

For New Zealand beekeepers, presently watching on as Australia 
grapples with a Varroa destructor incursion, the importance of 
being prepared for the next apiculture enemy is pressing.

MPI’s decision to task Massey University with the latest research 
has not been brought about by Australia’s current predicament, or  
regular flare ups around the globe of Foot and Mouth disease  
in cattle though. Rather, it has been in the works for years, 
according to Vallee.

“For any animal, understanding movement is critical to 
understanding transmission. For cattle we supposedly have 
systems in place to know where any animal is at any time, but with 
bees there is no equivalent and we know very little. So, the idea 
behind the research is to help us understand how far, how often, 
and when in the year beehives are likely to move. Then, should a 
new bee pathogen enter the country, we will be able to adjust the 
response appropriately, knowing whether transmission is likely to 
be localised, or more extensive,” Vallee says.

https://nodglobal.com/distributor-nz/?utm_source=apiaristadvocate&utm_medium=digital&utm_campaign=fp
https://www.apiaristsadvocate.com/post/how-far-and-wide-do-our-hives-travel
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“We know movements occur, but we don’t know to what extent 
or how frequent they are. It is not just a New Zealand problem, 
but potentially World-wide as we have not seen any work of this 
nature published. We need to know what part movements are 
likely to play in any transmission. That is hive movements from 
apiary to apiary, or hive components or any other equipment 
between hives and apiaries and if they are getting cleaned down.”

The research is to be based around a survey of beekeepers, both 
commercial operators or with smaller hobby hive holdings. Any 
information gathered will be presented to MPI in a generalised 
form, meaning the Government department wont see beekeeper’s 
individual response, Vallee points out.

The research will take the form of a “scoping study” and Vallee 
says they are aware that beekeepers might not be able to provide 
highly detailed answers to all the questions. It is a starting point 
for further work though, work which could ultimately prevent 
unwanted intruders, such as tropilaelaps mites or small hive 
beetle, taking hold in New Zealand.

“You don’t have to look far to see the value in an effective 
biological incursion response, and we really need beekeepers all 
over the country to complete this survey if we are to improve the 
readiness of the apiculture industry.”

To complete the online survey, run by Massey University, visit: 
https://massey.au1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_3Pi2aultN3A2QEm 

Any queries about the study can be made to Dr. Emilie Vallee via 
email E.Vallee@massey.ac.nz or via phone, 06 951 9159.  

The small hive beetle is one of many potential invasive pests that a  
Massey University study, backed by MPI, aims to improve the readiness  

of New Zealand for.

Project lead Emilie Vallee, senior lecturer in veterinary epidemiology  
at Massey University.

https://www.kiwilabels.co.nz
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